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Mini-experiments:  Extensions of activities regarding phase change 
You will be organized into new groups of 4 or 5.   
 Manager: person whose last initial is closest to H in alphabet, then… 
 Recorder: person at table who has been recorder the least, then … 
 Spokesperson: of remaining people, person with longest first name 
 Reflector: the last person, or if there are two people left, do one round of    
   rock/paper/scissors 
 
You can go in any order.   
You will need eye protection.   
Records can go onto the Recorder Report.    
 Pay particular attention to the underlined questions in the procedures.    Respond to all of 
 those.  You can add more information if you feel it is appropriate.  Remember this is a record for 
 you (and something that will be posted on BB for entire class to review). 
 
The following materials are on the side bench.   Obtain and return as needed. 
• Tray of droppers containing water, olive oil, and methanol 
• Wax paper 
• Thermochromic paper 
• Wood toothpicks 
• Balloons 
• masking tape 
• paper towels 
• plastic dishes 
• water ice 
• computer spray 
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Mini-experiments:  Extensions of activities regarding phase change 
A) Watching water and methanol evaporate 
 Materials: thermochromic paper, tray of droppers 
 Procedure: do this in pairs, but share observations 
 1) Take a small piece of ice and place it on the thermochromic paper. 
  Take note of what you see.  This suggests that the thermochromic paper can be used to  
  detect something.   What will it be able to detect? 
 2) Wipe the thermochromic paper dry with a paper towel, and let it return to room  
  temperature.   Carefully, place one drop of water onto the paper.   Watch.  (Patience) 
  You can repeat this to make sure it’s not a fluke. 
  Describe what is happening.  Then attempt to explain what you see. 
 3) While you are mulling over your explanation, on a different part of the thermochromic  
  paper, place a drop of methanol (toxic if ingested in large quantities). 
  Again watch, describe what you see (same as water?), then attempt to explain what you 
  see.   In particular, keep watching when the methanol droplet is gone. 
  
 In concise sentences, describe what is happening here, and provide an explanation that you 
 think accounts for what you see. 
 
 
B) On the side bench is a can of computer cleaner spray.  It contains a non-toxic, non-reactive gas 
 called difluoroethane.   DO NOT SHAKE THE CAN.  DO NOT PRESS SPRAY BUTTON UNTIL 
 INSTRUCTED. 
 1) Have someone bring the can to your table. 
 2) Pass the can around to determine two things:  how warm or cold does it feel, and does  
  it seem to contain a gas or a liquid. 
 3) Whoever is holding the can, spray it (away from anyone) for about 5 seconds.   
  Note two things:   what comes out of the can, and how does the can start to feel 
 4) Next person,  spray for 1 second, and feel the can.  Keep going til everyone has a  
  chance.  Describe how the can felt after spraying – see if everyone agrees. 
 4) Briefly, spray the thermochromic paper.   Observe.  Describe what you see. 
 5) Return the can to the side bench.   
 6) Summarize your observations.    Then, attempt to explain what you observe. 
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Mini-experiments:  Extensions of activities regarding phase change 
C) Materials: wax paper (2 pieces), paper towels, tray of droppers  
 Procedure: do this in pairs, but share observations 
 1) Put down paper towels on the table.  Lay a square of wax paper over that.   Tape the  
  corners to flatten it as much as you can. 
 2) Put  on small droplet of water onto the wax paper. 
 3) Take a tookpick.  Wet the wider end with water.   Stick that end into the droplet on the  
  wax paper.  Move the toothpick and drag the droplet across the surface.   Give everyone 
  in group a chance to play. 
  How well does the droplet go with the toothpick? 
  In the simplest terms possible, what is the droplet doing? 
 4) Put two small droplets of water on the paper.   Using the toothpick, move one really  
  close to the other droplet.  Closer.   Closer.  Until something happens.   Give everyone a  
  chance to do this. 
  Describe what happens using some rich adjectives. 
  Describe what must be happening at the molecular level to cause these observations. 
 5) Wipe the wax paper surface dry.   Now try the same procedure using droplets of olive oil 
  Describe what happens.   Compare and contrast the oil’s behavior vs the water. 
  Then relate what you see to the molecules. 
   
 
D) Materials: large beaker, paper towels, tray of droppers, balloon 
 Procedure: do this in pairs but share observations 
 1) Inflate the balloon to about softball size and tie off. 
 2) Hold the water dropper over the beaker so that you can slowly squeeze out some drops  
  one at a time.   Note how they fall. 
 3) Rub the balloon on your hair.  What does this do to the balloon? 
 4) Hold the dropper to one side of the beaker, and the balloon 10 inches away horizontally. 
 5) Slowly move the balloon toward the dropper, releasing water drops slowly as you do so. 
 6) What do you observe about the falling droplets?   When that starts to happen, adjust  
  the position of the balloon very carefully. 
 7) Propose a tentative explanation for what you see. 
 8) Repeat this procedure using olive oil droplets. 
 9) Compare how the oil behaves with how the water behaves, and reconsider your  
  explanation for the behavior. 
 
Experiments C and D are related.   How so? 
 
 
Expts ABCD should reveal something about the properties of molecules that helps explain your model 
for how chemical substances respond to heat.    Discuss this and develop a several sentence explanation 
that tries to tie these things together (this set of experiments, with the heating/cooling curve 
experiments). 
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